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‘Trevor Byer $ software 
oe 

takes a hard look at telephone traffic. 
Asa result, calls flow more much information telephone com- terminals, CSAR users in the 
smoothly through the nationwide pany managers needed, and how telephone companies request a 
network. that information could best be variety of reports: from sum- 

Shortly after Trevor Byer reported to them. His responsi- maries of switching system 
came to Bell Labs in 1976, we bilities ranged from software performance for an entire com- 
asked him to join a design team design and systems engineering pany to detailed performance tackling a big job. Their task: to field testing of reports and of individual switching systems. 
find a way to determine the training of CSAR users. With a The reports can be displayed 
accuracy, completeness and BS and MS in Electrical Engi- graphically to summarize timeliness of the hundreds of neering from the University of performance trends over weeks, millions of traffic measurements Illinois, Trevor was prepared months, or longer. collected weekly in the Bell for the job. CSAR is one of more than a System. The job was important Here’s how CSAR works. Once hundred computer-based systems because engineers and managers a week all the Bell telephone used by the Bell System to pro- at each Bell telephone company companies transmit performance vide better network performance ; use the measurements to assure data from their computers to a and better service to customers. ; that enough equipment and central computer in Piscataway, If you are interested in equally i circuits are available to meet N. J. Overnight, CSAR analyzes challenging employment oppor- eo customer demands. the information, organizes it tunities, write to: 
The solution that Trevor Byer’s for use in many ways, including Bell Laboratories i team came up with was the management reports designed Room 3B-331 i Centralized System for Analysis by Trevor, and stores it for 600 Mountain Avenue | and Reporting, or CSAR. Trevor retrieval the next day. Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974 4 Fe focused on determining how From their own computer An equal opportunity employer. 4 a F a 

Bell Laboratories Br 
From Science: Service , 4 _ 
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Editorial, October 1971. 

Welcome 
Dean Marshall 

With the retirement of the distinguished Dean Kurt Wendt, William Robert Marhsall has aspired to the position 
Dean of the University of Wisconsin School of Engineering. We, the staff of the Wisconsin Engineer, welcome De: 
Marshall to the office, and proudly dedicate the first issue of the 1971-72 school year to him. 

Dean Marshall is no stranger to students, faculty and alumni of the School of Engineering. A member of the Unive! 
sity staff since 1948, Dean Marshall has many friends. He knows what makes the school run, and he has ideas on how 
improve it. He’s accustomed to spending a limited budget in the best way possible. Dean Marshall understands peop 
and people-type problems, and his activities and attitudes reflect this strong interest. Equally important, he appreciat 
the vital role of the technological world in improving people’s position in life. 

A member of many engineering organizations, Dean Marshall stays abreast of the world of engineering. Mai 
societies have conferred various honors upon him, including his election to the National Academy of Engineering (Si 
“Meet the Dean’’ article). 

Dean Marshall worked closely with the former Dean Kurt Wendt to improve old programs and innovate new ones ft 
the school. Dean Wendt claimed that ‘‘Wisconsin is singularly fortunate in having Bob Marshall as the new Dean in t 
College of Engineering. Nationally renowned as a distinguished scientist and engineer, he is inquisitive, imaginativ 
analytical and logical.’’ The former dean also called his successor ‘‘a skillful administrator and a stimulating teacher] 
Wendt also emphasized that ‘‘Above all, he is a true gentleman, always kind, sympathetic and courteous. Our college 
in good hands.”’ 

Members of the faculty, student body and alumni of the College of Engineering share Dean Wendt’s sentiments fi 

the new dean. 
In welcoming Dean Marshall to his new office, we extend our best wishes to him for a successful career as dean of t! 

School of Engineering. His humanitarian approach to problem solving, tempered with good technological knowled, 
make him the kind of individual any college would be proud to have. The College of Engineering at the University 
Wisconsin will continue to be a better place for its students, faculty and the people of Wisconsin and the world becau: 
of Dean Marshall’s service. 

The preceeding is reprinted from the October 1971 issue of Wisconsin Engineer. 

e e 

Dedication — May 7, 1981 

The staff dedication of 1971 symbolized the faith and trust placed in the incoming Dean W. Robert Marshall. T) 
former Dean Kurt F. Wendt, heralded Dean Marshall as the man to meet challenge. Today, ten years later, t! 
challenges Dean Marshall has met have had far-reaching effects for us all. 

By establishing foreign exchange programs, increasing the enrollment of women and minorities in engineering, pr 
moting the growth and direction of the Experiment Station, Dean Marshall has demonstrated his concern for people. 
has provided the type of engineering education we must have if we are to solve the technological problems of the futur! 
Dean Marshall has been an example of the type of engineer and scientist we should all try to be. As a token of our gre} 
appreciation for this man, we dedicate this issue to Dean Marshall. 

—THE WISCONSIN ENGINEER STA 
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Engineer and Educator 

W. Robert Marshall, Dean of the ve “ie WS : 
University of Wisconsin College of a ye oa oe 
ngineering for the past decade and ll A sf 7. 
rofessor of Chemical Engineering 9 = ) a ‘<) fe at 
ince 1947, retires as Dean of the (4 7 es ee eo 
college in June. This is an ap- 4° mee y | al i 
ropriate time to review some of his — , 
ctivities and accomplishments in the - i 2. : 
niversity and elsewhere. ‘ - 2 aa ™" 

During the past ten years the Col- . “I Les a 

lege has seen difficult times. Enrol- IN 3 < 
ments have almost doubled, but (™ a yor ( 4 oy 
udgets have not kept pace, andreal Pe 4 a 
ollars have actually diminished in fo 2 ( _ 
he past several years. In the face of al - ‘ 4 
his, under Dean Marshall’s guid- | | %, 4 

ce, the College has remained an | a. 4 a 4 
utstanding engineering school, has [y \ at a 
ncouraged the enrollment of women ™ —e = 
nd minority students, and has re- 
ained active in international ex- then worked for the Engineering centrates, plastics, detergents, and 
hange programs with Germany, Department of the du Pont Com- other inaterials are processed or pre- 
exico, Indonesia, and other na- pany, where he became involved in served by spray drying on a large in- 

ions. The Wendt Engineering spray drying and related problems. dustrial scale. So, Dean Marshall’s 
ibrary has been constructed and This led to his spray drying research contributions to engineering are 
ade available to engineering and when he returned to the Chemical used by industry on a massive scale. 
ther students on the southwest side Engineering Department in 1947. He While bringing his many talents to 
f campus. advised many students in their Ph.D. bear on research and administrative 
Prior to becoming Dean, Bob _ research and published a series of 15 problems in the University, Bob has 
arshall was Associate Dean and papers on spray drying and the book not neglected other activities. He has 
irected the activities of the ‘‘Atomization and Spray Drying’’ in served his professional society, the 
ngineering Experiment Station 1954 (described by a colleague as a American Institute of Chemical 
rom 1953 to 1971. During this time ‘‘classic masterpiece . . . the most in- Engineers, as a member of the Coun- 
e played an important part influential treatise concerned with put- cil of the Institute, as Vice President, 

stablishing the Nuclear Engineering ting the design and operation of as President, and most recently as 
partment, the Engineering Com- spray dryers on a quantitative Treasurer for four years. His election 
uting Laboratory, the Solar Energy __ basis.’’). to these national offices is only one 
aboratory, and other college pro- Bob Marshall’s research has been of the ways in which his work in 
rams. important to many _ industries. engineering has been recognized. He 
There is another side to Dean Mar- Ninety-six percent of all food has received all of the major awards 

hall’s university career. He was a_ dehydration in the United States in bestowed by AIChE for meritorious 
raduate student here from 1938 to 1978 was done by spray drying, and contributions to engineering and the 
941 and received his Ph.D. basedon the present U.S. production of spray Institute. He was instrumental in 
tudies of simultaneous heat and dried skim milk is two billion pounds developing the AIChE continuing 
ass transfer done under the direc- per year. Fertilizers, pigments, phar- education program, which is a model 

ion of Professor Olaf Hougen. He maceutical products, mineral con- for professional societies. He has also 
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been active in the American Society development of innovative programs _ite sports. The younger Marsha 
for Engineering Education. such as cooperative programs be- have married and left the fami 

His accomplishments in engineer- tween institutions, exchange pro- home, but Bob and Dorothy are st 
ing led to his election to the National grams, and matching equipment pro- _ enjoying the lake, the view, an occ’ 
Academy of Engineering early inthe | grams. He has served on the boards __ sional round of golf, and visits froy 
history of the Academy (in 1967). He of Associated Midwest Universities the children and grandchildren. 
has been active in several commis- and Argonne Universities Associa- Many of us on campus ha 
sions and committees of the Acade- __ tion, and through these organizations known Bob Marshall for hi 
my. He chaired the Committee on he led in the development of pro- research, his teaching and his aq 
Interplay of Engineering with Bio- grams under which midwestern uni- _ ministrative work. Perhaps his care 
logy and Medicine; the report of this versities were linked up with can best be described in terms of 
committee served as a base for the | Argonne National Laboratory. deep concern for people—his ca 
growth of Biomedical Engineering. Bob Marshall has not neglected leagues, students, and those w 

His international activities and Wisconsin and his home town. He _ ought to have the opportunity for ¢ 
reputation have extended over most _ served as a member of the Board of __ engineering education. In times d 
of the world. Mexico, Germany, In- | Education in Monona from 1955 to __ difficult administrative problems, 
donesia, Netherlands, Korea, Japan, 1961, including three years as has sought to minimize the impac 
and Canada are some of the coun- _—‘ Treasurer of the Board. He was a__ of these difficulties on the facult: 
tries which have given him honors or — founding member and first President | Few of us have been aware of t 
have invited him to lecture or con- of the Wisconsin Ballet Company range and magnitude of contrib 
sult. Under his guidance exchange from 1961 to 1964. tions that he has made to his profe 
programs have been developed be- Bob married Dorothy Robbins, a sion; to broadening engineeri 
tween the University of Wisconsin Madison native. When the Marshalls education and increasing its al 
and Mexico, Germany and Indo- came to Madison in 1947 they moved cessibility to women and minoritie 

nesia. into what was then a summer house to international relations; to the e 
On the national scene, he served as on the shore of Lake Monona with a fective functioning of national age 

member and chairman of advisory — beautiful view of the state capitol cies; and to communities in which 
panels on engineering in the National across the lake. There they enter- live. On the occasion of his retir 
Science Foundation, and in doing so tained their graduate students and ment, we his friends and colleagu 
contributed to stronger graduate ed- _ friends and expanded the house as __ thank him and wish him well. 
ucation in engineering in this coun- __ the family grew. Their three children, 
try. His service on the Commission — Peggy, Mary and Bill, grew up there. | Materials for the article coordinatd 
on Engineering Education led to the — Water skiing and skating were favor- by Professor John Duffie. 

| 

<<, OM — -<eo, ee : | 

" Sank ' “Wh mT ay ee ee ee Wg Ml TEA Hf, TH var omer er nar ar emara ce 
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ae ee oe aT . :  ——— 4 
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The Engineering Building during the early days. 
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ioneer in Research 
ce 

Addressed here is the worldwide of industrial service. These efforts that such product classes as plastics, 
1fluence of Dr. Marshall’s technical resulted in seven publications be- resins, ceramic materials, detergents 
oresight, imaginative investigation tween 1943 and 1952. and surface active agents, pesticides, 
nd lucid exposition in the quantiza- Employment with the du Pont dyestuffs, pigments, fertilizers, 
on of the numerous physical Company was terminated in 1947 mineral concentrates, inorganic and 
nomena encountered in spray when Dr. Marshall accepted a posi- organic chemicals, milk and egg pro- 

rying. The seed of this contribution tion as Associate Professor of ducts, plant extracts, fruit and 
as planted and began to sprout in Chemical Engineering at the Univer- vegetables, carbohydrates and 
academic environment. Sprouting sity of Wisconsin. Academe now related materials, pharmaceutical 
ntinued, the seedling grew and the provided the freedom of fundamen- _ products, forest products, and offal 
sulting plant began to bud in an in- tal investigation which allowed a and fish products are processed 
strial atmosphere. A return to broad program of study into the and/or preserved by this operation. 
ademic surroundings allowed the various facets of the spray drying Prior to World War II, spray dry- 
ant to continue to bud and process to be developed. It was this ing found use primarily in the dairy 
timately flower in profusion. program that did so much to take and detergent industries. Interest in 

It was apparently under the spray drying out of ca. 75 years of | and application of this processing 
telage of Professor Olaf Andreas black-box, qualitative speculation — technique grew markedly during and 
ougen, Department of Chemical and put it on a quantitative basis. after these war years. It has been only 
ngineering, University of Wiscon- The importance of the spray dry- during the last three to four decades 
n, that Dr. Marshall developed his ing operation is illustrated by the fact that the majority of the technical 
terest in simultaneous heat- and 
ass-transfer and its relation to the 
dustrial drying process. His talent 
r analytical description of this and oe 
lated technology evidently matured ~~ 
ring this period as evidenced by : * > 

e nature of three joint publications . So - | 
ith Professor Hougen between 1940 4 ae a ‘ : 
d 1947, . A s _ 7 
In 1941 Dr. Marshall joined the .. a 2 oo 

aff at the Engineering Research <4. €7 . ev 
aboratory, Experiment Station, a ' bY - e a 
I. du Pont De Nemours and Com- iS aA a 

y, Inc., Wilmington, Delaware, << SSN y © . “i a 
here he encountered many _ in- Lo ~~ Se ee ee) A 
strial drying problems. That single rx > c ' gf ee v2 
ying operation to which he seem- ‘> “ Pe . 
gly devoted most of his time was ox Ca eS Lh — Ff; 
ray drying. His involvement in a ON ae “as 6 Pim  ~—al 
nsiderable amount of commercial ee Rete SO Va 
sting indicated the dire need for the aX oc ee 
velopment of design criteria in this / / > Se : 
ea. Initial efforts to place various CN ; 
pects of drying and spray drying in 
rticular on a firmer analytical 
oting were made during this period 
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ie id whose third edition is entitled ‘‘Spra 
Se LL Ming. Drying Handbook.” Like a grea 

. f a}. number of handbooks nowadays 
| : . a ee this effort is written in essentially en: 

. ey ‘ cyclopedic format and is basically 
a _— . source of general information rathe 

: a = than an engineering tool. As oppose 
oo 2S ‘ to the purpose and achieved goal o 
oe | : Dr. Marshall’s monograph, there i 

| f no specific mention of design pro: 
. , cedures and there is no indication a: 
Ce to how the included technical matte 
p VF 8 a might be integrated to effect only 
Geo -, very approximate design. As a result 

OF és Dr. Marshall’s monograph still 

: ss 2 . & receives more citations than an 
® — 7... 2 other single publication related t 
a +f spray drying. 
— -,- |; One is always hard-pressed t 
a at measure societal contributions in 
a 4 completely tangible fashion. For ex 

ee 4 ample, as a result of the studies o 
= 1 “hb mo - ay > | Dr. Marshall and his associates, i 
. rs : was possible to design the spray drye 
Sahat a a now located in the Department o 

Food Science, University o 

literature related to spray-dryer dryers. This firm feted Dr. Marshall Wisconsin-Madison, _ which hai 
design and performance has been in June 1965 in Copenhagen, Den- operated so well since its installatio: 
generated despite the fact that the mark, as the “father of modern found 1956. This dryer has server 
first US patent related to this opera- spray drying.” His counsel is sought 28 4 model for many similar unit 
tion was issued in 1865. The number _ regarding spray-dryer design and per- _ 2/0und the world. It has also allowe 
of significant contributions to the — formance to date. the development of techniques fo! 
related design literature up to that Among Dr. Marshall’s publica- the spray drying of many foodstuff: 
time could be counted on one hand tions is the classic masterpiece entitl  0t previously so dried. 
and they were almost exclusively ed ‘‘Atomization and Spray Drying” The exact number and nature 0 
related to atomization. The work of — which was published in 1954 by the Such spin-offs of Dr. Marshall’s ef. 
Dr. Marshall and his co-workers dur- American Institute of Chemical forts to develop design procedure 
ing the first half of these latter Engineers as No. 2 in its Monograph for spray dryers is unknown 
decades resulted in about 26 publica- Series. This 135-page work was the However y Tt can be stated that hi 
tions related to drying, of which 15 first and singly most influential farsightedness, inventiveness _an 
were concerned directly with spray treatise concerned with putting the ability to model and communicat 
drying and constituted the single design and operation of spray dryers the results of his studies have con 
most influential contribution of on a quantitative basis. During the _ ‘tibuted more to transform the uni 
engineering research in spray drying. ensuing years a number of similar °Peration of spray drying from a 

Since ca. 1950, Dr. Marshall has publications have appeared— par- tt to a science than the efforts o 
been considered the world’s single ticularly in languages other than  2Y other individual. 
most qualified authority in spray dry- English. These publications have 
ing. He has been visited by in- been modelled closely after Dr. Mar- This article was reproduced from 
dustrialists from around the world shall’s pioneering work. letter written by Professor E| 
and has been invited to lecture over a The most ambitious effort to | Johansen Crosby nominating Deal 
similar geographic area. In 1952, for emulate Dr. Marshall’s pioneering = Marshall for the Ragnar E. Onsta 
example, he was visited by Johan work is a nearly 700-page book by Service to Society Award, March 2, 
Ernst Nyrop, founder of the Danish the English author and employee of 1981. Professor Crosby is a professo: 
firm A/S NIRO ATOMIZER which A/S NIRO ATOMIZER Keith _ in the Chemical Engineering Depart 
today enjoys approximately 40 per- Masters entitled ‘Spray Drying’? ment, and a colleague of Dean Mar. 
cent of the world’s sales in spray which was first published in 1972 and _ shall. 
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JW S International Engineering Champion 

Of the many contributions Dean _He had a brilliant graduate student develop a study abroad program 

arshall has made to the Universi- | named Fernando Garcia-Roel, who with a U.S. university. The offer 

of Wisconsin, the international had come from Mexico to pursue a was accepted by Mr. Garcia-Roel. 

gineering programs reflect his masters degree in chemical When the Corporation inquired 

evotion to the enrichment of the engineering. Their friendship con- about which U.S. school he would 

udent’s college experience. The tinued past Mr. Garcia-Roel’s like to work with, quite naturally he 

Hucational exchange between the graduation and his subsequent thought of his own alma mater, the 

niversity of Wisconsin and El In- __ return to Mexico, where he became University of Wisconsin. 

ituto Technologico y de Estudios _ a professor at Monterrey Tec. The At this time, Dean Marshall was 

periores de Monterrey in following ten years were successful the Director of the Engineering Ex- 

onterrey, Mexico would not have _ for both; the early sixties found the periment Station and began com- 

een as successful without Dean titles of the student and professor munications with the Tec for setting 

arshall’s involvement in the pro- elevated to Rector of Monterrey up the exchange. Professors were 

am’s development. Tec Garcia-Roel and Associate sent to the Tec to review its 

The Wisconsin-Monterrey Tec Dean Marshall of the UW College facilities, study programs, and the 

rogram originated during Dean of Engineering. opportunities available there for 

arshall’s years as a chemical engi- In 1960 the Carnegie Corpora- UW students. The program’s goal 

eering professor in the late 1940’s. tion offered the Tec a grant to was to provide students with worth- 

o Le“ 
| et é ’ 4 

~ Pad a ne [- F > 

by % i ahs a & ~ j 

ia ‘ | Lag A eR ; i ) 

a a) a f = LN oe LS) fe 

Ge | HOS deve ge bY ii 
ig saa — fe- [a 4 | ase 
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hown here with Dean Coberly and Dean Marshall are the students 

rom the Technologico in Monterrey, 1974-75. 
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The Library Frieze at Monterrey Tec, Monterrey, Mexico. 
while educational and cultural ex- 
perience. 

The concept was for the student 
to pursue his degree while studying 
in a foreign country and using that gy a oe . 
country’s language. Unlike other © oe a  —Ssrizi—i' 
existing study abroad programs the fa oe | ’ 
Tec. program was available to all a ~~ i 
qualified engineering students, iG co, —rti‘(‘i‘iOS 
rather than a set number of par- i ae . ~~ | 
ici | Slr ticipants who must compete to be : le | ‘ A y 7. Of 

accepted. Engineering students who t%, -g_ | | & eS =e 
had completed one year of college . — Se —_ 
level Spanish and maintained a ‘ / MY “ 
““B”’ or better average were eligible rt 7 
to participate in the Tec program. 

In the fall of 1961 the first group of 
seven students left for Mexico on i | 
the maiden voyage of the new ex- : a 
change. 

- vi 
The Wisconsin-Monterrey Tec 

program evolved into a ‘‘true ex- : 
change”’ in 1963 when the UW began : 
awarding partial scholarships to the i 
Tec’s four best engineering students. : ’ l 
These students were then able to . . . come to Madison for a year of Wisconsin-Monterrey Program 1964-65 Social Hour, 
undergraduate studies. Memorial Union. 
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The Tec is highly regarded Ga A 
throughout Mexico and has offered ai Zs g gt 

many challenging courses to the UW AGA tag a _ 

student. The exchange students live “ge NAAT fy ia 
in dorms or off campus housing with mare ag gat ee ys (| 
other Tec students and learn all 3 Age 408: ae a Cee 
ans (both social and academic) in ys stg ee oa. : “i | 
panish. ee: id sdaagee ae + | : \ ee 
In addition to other lessons, stu- is a ai i 7 vr a 2 

dents learn not to classify certain eee il be aot ee ie a, . aul 
spects of the new culture as being ee i oe woger Y 4 ! : 
‘better or worse’’ than at home, but aes = ‘ae ane oat mi yt | 
nstead they discover the reasons for  (jgi4-Npaiaae Sl] GP See f\ say i: 
he differences. Students spend their ho Oy ws D> a 
acation time traveling throughout Pye Be “ = he p 4 | 
exico. This gives them achanceto yp ty * | CET st ote ~~ 

ain a better perspective of the coun- am hy Lor, iS 4 Df 
ry, its industry, and its people. | Be AE — : J oN ~~. .< 
The rewards of the program are ew K. > Ss pee 

ot easily won; they come only after ___ Sa 4 a VA B WN ba ine. — 
he culture shock and communica- Be a \ a » 2 ey 4 oo 

ion gaps (that confront the partici- Se oN _S V2 Sa 
ant upon his arrival) have been it — NS 4 , Reh sy 
vercome. Numerous trials must be NE Weg 7 ep NOE 
ndured. Ms. Bonnie Kienitz, the co- eS OM? r m= ne 
rdinator for the Undergraduate In- 
ernational Engineering Programs, a / Le 
elieves the participants deserve the a 
itle of ‘‘survivors.’’ Dl _ , 
The completion of the programis _ 

ot the end of the exchange, the pro- / at. d : 

ram alumni continue correspond- a te : 
nce with the friends they made at = eh Vif / 
heir ‘‘college-away-from-college.” | a= » 0. %.: ee 
ean Marshall’s involvement with i. ed — 

he program also became an even | - a a oo ec? —_— 
ore personal exchange. Rafail - ' » YZ : ee yo 
angel, an early Tec participant who 7 ff 17 . os 
ame to Madison on the program, Mos, —* 9 : j ‘ “ 
later became the husband of the 9A %\ a & Ha ; J ‘ 
ean’s daughter Peggy. As Ms. rN a gf y a ~ A 
ienitz put it, “Dean Marshall has come ‘ ~ . 
wo bilingual grandchildren as a | me — pw 
esult of having started this program; > i —_— bes] Yow 

bove Right: Gene Melton, Dave wg ef : Pet gee 
aas, Fred Turk, Scott Johnson, [7 - 5 aa 
nd Bob Elliot on the Tec campus ye ee: bee 

t Monterrey, Fall ’68. f ctl near 

ight: Professor Barry (of the In- ‘ a eo 

rnational Engineering Programs \ Hts 
ffice) spends a minute with Tec : _ fs ach 
tudents during Fall ’66 Social C$ nd @ \ - ¢4 
our. been om 4 ad? 
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El Instituto Technologico y de Estudios Superiores de Monterrey. 

that is one of his rewards for his de- gram. She is now going on to she needs a minimum of two years o| 
votion to international education.”’ graduate school in electrical engi- college level German language study 
Rafael returned to Madison to earn neering. Alumni who have com- The choice of the German university 
his Ph.D. as many of the Mexican pleted their formal education include —_ depends on the student’s major. Td 
alumni have done. not only top-ranking engineers, but date there have been students i 

When interviewing for jobs, pro- doctors, lawyers, researchers, and ex- Munich, Karlsruhe, Aschen, Darm| 
gram alumni have found their Tec ecutives in companies of both coun- stadt, and Braunschweig. 
experience attracts a great deal of at- tries. Their great interest in the Alumni of both programs are wel 
tention from potential employers. whereabouts of their fellow program aware of the effect that their par 
Their involvement in this program is alumni is indicated by their continu- ticipation has had on their profes! 
usually considered a ‘‘plus.’? Ms. ing response, through the years, to sional and personal lives. They wil 
Kienitz is often asked by employers the annual request for an update on _ always be grateful to Dean Marsha 
who are looking for Spanish- their addresses and activities. and the College for providing then 
speaking engineers for the names of Dean Marshall not only started the — with this extra dimension to thei 
the program alumni. Wisconsin-Monterrey Tec Program engineering education. 

The value of Dean Marshall’s ef- but in 1972 he also inspired the “Muchas Gracias’? and ‘‘Viele 
forts are exemplified by the pro- beginning of a program through  danke!’’, Dean Marshall. 
found effects the exchange has had which engineering students can go to 
upon the “‘survivors’’ from both Germany for their third year of Written by John Wengler. John is 4 
schools. Susan Melendy, a 1979-80 studies. To qualify, a student must freshman in Civil and Environmenta 
alumnus, was first attracted to the also have a “‘B”’ or better grade point = Engineering and also an assistan 
UW because of the exchange pro- average, but in this program he or editor of the Wisconsin Engineer. 
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Educators Get Obsolete Too 

a 
They have a job to upgrade themselves and a variety of ways, many of which In-House campus programs 

then work to help practicing engineers in con- _ were traditional. However, some pro- Another type of program which 

tinuing education programs grams developed under these funds has proved especially feasible for 

have enabled the engineering keeping faculty abreast of new devel- 

In a sense, the term “‘obsoles- teaching profession to develop new opments is the so-called “‘in-house 

cence’? is not wholly descriptive of  ‘“‘habits”’ for keeping up to date.One training program.”” This program 

the continuing education problem of these is the habit of leaves of was found to be very effective at the 

faced by the individual engineer. Ac- absence for further study and re- — University of Wisconsin as a result of 

tually, the engineer does not become __ search. Historically it has not been three summers of experience. The 

obsolete in the sense that he is not the custom for an engineering faculty program consisted of selecting a 

able to continue to function effec- member to spend a year in scholarly topic of interest to a substantial 

tively in engineering assignments. pursuit or research at another institu- number of faculty and inviting an 

Rather he suffers from the ignorance tion. Thus, when the National — expert or experts in the field to spend 

of the vast amounts of new informa- Science Foundation first announced _ the summer and teach the subject to 

tion which are continually created its program for supporting postdoc- _ those faculty who wished to partici- 

and, hence, which are unavailable to _ toral study in science and engineer- _ pate. The three summer programs at 

him in the solution of new problems. __ ing, it received a total of just twelve | Wisconsin were concerned with 

It is evident, therefore, that so-called applications from engineers for the | Advanced Mathematics, Numerical 

“obsolescence” is a problem to be entire country, in contrast with Analysis and Computing, and 

fought, in large measure by new edu- _ several hundred from the sciences. Statistics. Each was taught by a 

cational methods and information Today this pattern has changed, and = prominent mathematician who had 

dissemination programs. And here applications for postdoctoral study excellent teaching qualifications. 

we encounter a vicious circle, name- in engineering have increased sub- Those faculty members who enrolled 

ly, that faculty are also overwhelmed stantially. in the program attended the course 

by the inundation of new knowledge. 
Thus, the practicing engineer is not 

alone in his problem of keeping a 

abreast of new knowledge. The engi- co 

neering educator is in an equally dif- ‘ ba en / 

ficult task, possibly more difficult in, emits WA ON aaa Se 
some respects because of the ex pec- amas —_—_ ia ene 
tation that he is the person who aro oe cei . , 
should know about all new scientific A, fp a 
developments. It is not strange, . EE a a ee 

therefore, that colleges of engineer- eo | ae 
ing have undertaken programs to : ll i a : 

keep their faculty up to date and = - noi 

abreast of the new advances. It was 0 ae Se 

the recognition of the need for [| 4 y ef s sy : 

continuing faculty training that ~ ~- aie ae. a pe ee ot 

prompted the Ford Foundation to —— i Fg wa > S er sa 
grant substantial sums of money to) Ma SS ee 
laid in the development of engi- << ae a Se aa 

neering faculties. The funds fromthe | Sil  —S — 
Ford Foundation, granted to many gi ge ~~ 
colleges of engineering, were used in Se ml << 
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on a half-time basis for eight weeks % 
and were paid stipends in proportion 
to the time. The courses were inten- ‘ 
sive and involved problem-solving 
sessions as well as lectures. The re- ‘ 
sults of the sessions involving numer- Pe 
ical analysis, computing, and statis- e 
tics found immediate use in a number fie. 
of engineering courses and enhanced Pe 
the College. 

Engineering’s computing lab ' . A. scipcecuatanad “ 
A similar type of in-house pro- ——— Best ioe ape: 

gram was conducted during a spring ~ | bored LL ae ee \ Pit ufo gi cael 
recess for department heads and d Nee ae ay Pe ee ie Ue er Be . lag ee ee other administrative people to ac- | See Se ani i VA ‘ \ quaint them with the principles of ~ | Lh I a. at | - 
programming and operating a 4| Ce ae ee Le 
1620-type computer. Significantly, ~ : : . vo this one-week program suffered vir- Early construction of the Engineering Research Building. 

tually no loss of attendance by virtue 
of the fact that programming of a 
problem was required during the pletely a practicing engineer should should be for the university to en- 
afternoon of the first day of the ses- be expected to be brought up to date _large its awareness and comprehen- 
sion. Subsequently, instruction in in all new fields. It seems unlikely sion of existing scientific frontiers 
programming the 1620 was recorded _ that most individuals can be made _ first throughout the nation and then 
on magnetic tape in conjunction with fully knowledgeable about all recent throughout the world. This broad 
colored slides to illustrate text advances. How then does one com- _ problem becomes another aspect of] 
material and other computer func- pensate for the fact that there is a _ information retrieval and dissemina- 
tions. This material has been ex- limitation to our time and capacity to _ tion, and a very great service could 
hibited to over 2,000 students and keep it up to date in all areas? be rendered by the university to the faculty and has proved to be a most One answer might be that univer- __ scientific and engineering community 
effective teaching technique without sities can serve an important role for in providing the practicing engineer the formalities of a scheduled credit industry and the individual engineer and scientist with information on 
course. by establishing themselves as centers new areas as needs develop. Admit- 

The experience of universities in of information or clearinghouses _tedly, all this is only a first step, and upgrading engineering faculty is use- with respect to “‘who knows what.’ beyond the role of an information ful and meaningful in connection That is, if an engineer becomes en- and disseminating center, the univer- with the continuing education of en- _ gaged in a problem which might be __ sity must then consider new, efficient gineers in industry. There is no advanced or solved by new scientific approaches for presenting and pro- reason why in-house training pro- information, as a minimum require- viding information to the engineer grams in industry could not be con- ment he should be able to find out. who must keep up to date. This ducted in the same manner as they what individuals are expert in the aspect of the problem is being are conducted within a university. fields which impinge on his problem, approached in many schools by The costs might be higher, but the where they can be found, and how means of filmed lectures, program- same procedures and_ techniques they can be approached. It is an un- med learning, teaching machines, could certainly be effectively em- fortunate fact that even within a and so forth. A basic problem in all ployed. As a matter of fact, many large university there are individuals _ this is one of utilizing the time of a industries over the past several years with knowledge and experience in limited number of people who are have conducted in-house training many fields but who are unknown to constantly being importuned for programs for their professional per- their colleagues. their knowledge and services, and sonnel for periods of time ranging It would seem, that one of the who obviously cannot fracture and from a few days to several weeks. most important functions of a uni- disperse themselves into small pieces 
versity would be to coordinate and to satisfy all the demands and needs. 

How far can retraining go? catalog the vast array of scientific 
A more basic question, however, and engineering talent which exists The University’s job 

should be raised regarding how com- within its domain. The next step The universities and colleges of en- 
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gineering have engaged in many pro- under the same general category as _ substantial transformations in terms 

grams of a conventional nature to aid the taped lectures, except that the of increased staff, automated record- 

the practicing engineer to continue costs are higher. More flexibility ex- | keeping equipment, and much larger 

his education. Some of these are 1) ists with the medium of filmed lec- _ budgets. 

off-campus programs near industrial tures through animation, special lab- 5. Self-restraint on Publications: 

centers, 2) extension or cor- oratory demonstrations, etc. Con- The scientific community might well 

respondence programs, 3) evening siderable progress has been made reflect on its own responsibility in 

courses, and 4) short courses for a with filmed lectures, for example, the connection with the present ‘‘publish 

few days or weeks. excellent lectures on fluid mechanics or perish’’ philosophy. An era of 

These traditional methods more or by Professor Shapiro. self-restraint on and critical review of 

less met the post school educational 3. Programmed Learning: The publications is desperately needed. 

needs of engineers until about ten technique of teaching whereby sub- More assurance is needed, than now 

years ago at which time the scientific ject matter and instructional material exists, that all the literature is really 

explosion began producing new are stored in a machine is being stu- _ significant and fit to print. Further, 

knowledge and information at rates died to nearly every degree of sophis- the content and length of literature 

which could not be assimilated, or- tication. This method, generally, articles should be in proportion to 

ganized and disseminated by the referred to as programmed learning, the significance and timelessness of 

more conventional methods. Accor- encompasses the basic concept of _ the information presented. 

dingly, one important responsibility storing the basic knowledge of a sub- s inc it 

of the universities is to develop un- ject in a form which is instructional The f vette: Cs MD: . 

conventional methods of retrieving, and which is accessible to the student ae fe catit 8 ore ns COnr 

compiling and disseminating the vast according to a definite pedagogical em me es s hie € In com- 

quantities of new knowledge. Some program. Probably the most ae S06 he follow rescence edi 

of the new and_ unconventional sophisticated effort in this field is based on t fe fonowing imple 

methods which should be exploited that at the University of Illinois assumpoons: . 

and developed more fully are: where a CDC 1604 computer is uti- The problem of combating on 

1. Taped Lectures with Slide Il- lized as the central unit to store and solescence Js primarily a personal 

lustrations: This technique has been program courses which may be taken each es of the individual. 

successfully employed at Wisconsin, simultaneously by as many as 40 stu- Bach of us must deve op the urge, 

in a small way, to teach engineering dents. The development of this the aa and the time for conti- 

students, as well as faculty, how to system, known as PLATO, Pro- nuing SLUG, ‘ 

program problems for the 1620 com- grammed Logic for Automatic Individual study requires 

puter. Four 45 minute lectures have Teaching Operations, involves the assistance In the form of new ap- 

been prepared by an engineering combined efforts of engineers, ed- proaches to information transter 

faculty member and each lecture is ucators, and psychologists. Other fo A peat Sue : accessibi AE 

presented continuously for several less elaborate systems are under ad Igestavllly OF mew ‘knowl: 

days at intervals throughout the study and development at various SORE is h 

semester. Thus, a student can attend locations throughout the country. aa the 1 ek Silles Possess the ene 

the same lecture as often as he An important aspect of this area is mae i: ent, ° nyironment, alles 

wishes. The lectures have been dupli- the need to study the psychology of . Pies i. een ain oe andl hs to 

cated and can be rented or pur- learning as well as the development une! as opm oF gw = im- 

chased. Thus, a group of engineers of new insights into the best methods Seer Oe ing ae ne MESS» 

or an individual can hear the lectures of preparing and presenting informa- erelore; their Stals ee redifien 

and learn at their convenience with- tion through the medium of a ma- and budgets should be mo! ified 

out requiring the presence of the ex- chine rather than a human being. and expanded to permit massive 

pert lecturer. This technique of 4. Information Retrieval: Much attacks on the broad problems 

teaching special, new topics is yet to remains to be done in improving associated ye obsolescence and 

be fully exploited. It is, in a sense, the methods and procedures for making nage “ cation, f teachi 

oral and audio equivalent of a writ- it easier and faster to keep abreast of *" h e A au a o Hel Ta 

ten book. If University faculty who the literature in any field. Some uni- should once. again. be studied,.an 

are expert in new science and engi- versities are establishing centers for viewed with parent cag 

neering areas could and would record _—_ attacking the information problem a eh to that ol “each : 
special lectures in their fields, a whole on a large scale. In other cases, nd cal Fon for e a“ a ri 

new body of oral-audio literature individual professors have endeav- and education en com pating ob- 

would be prepared for the wide- ored to encompass the literature in a solescence should be-undertaker, 

spread instruction of practicing specific field. However to attack this This article is a reprint from 

chemical engineers. problem in any significant way, uni- | Chemical Engineering Progress, vol. 

2. Filmed Lectures: These come versity libraries should undergo 60, no. | (1964). 
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The Experiment Station 

It would be difficult to walk across a ee oe a (ee ee 
the engineering campus without at = | : | 
least momentarily directing your at- aa i ee 
tention to its most dominant feature, |= cs , : | 
the Engineering Research Building, = i foe 4 
The towering structure appears asa : Ego = aA | 
monument to the importance of = o ee a 
research for today’s university. Last i ee | 
year’s 12 million dollar Experiment ee (l a = ee a 
Station budget confirms this fact. Poe 4 { [et a es ee, 8 Acknowledging the dual role of = { iG Lo . . 
the university as an educational/ = = == ¥q . ¢ Ce ee 
research institution, we might assume ee. y e ee 
that these two functions are separate ae { oe ee 
and distinct. This, however, is not tees j! { | eee a 
the case. They are complementary, eee | | a Soe 
the quality of each being, to a certain ’ \ E ee f 
extent, dependent on the other. | o 

The idea that research should be f { 
an integral part of the Engineering | j i 
School dates back to the early 1900’s. i i 
At that time the Ag School was in- j | | 
volved with research designed to aid “es J $ i 
the state’s farmers. In 1914 the Board a 4 I 
of Regents decided that a similar pro- > Hees a 
gram could benefit the state’s in- Ghee 
dustry. Thus was born the Engineer- . ie ae cf ee = cies: “5 
ing Experiment Station. a, Hee Bie. : 

The Experiment Station remained Ue. Rene a  - \s geteheeel 
little more than a concept until 1947. ee : ea | A Agee 
At that time Kurt F. Wendt was ey: ce wit: Re a. 
named its first director. He was Sa poh Og aes, ted 
responsible for formally organizing - ‘i a ew y 
the various projects that faculty ey y Ss ey’? ae ee ay 
members were already working on rand ca ‘ Ty ou — neo" st Ce j 
into a concerted research effort. ig te EG roa iy BP ges ae 4 ee | 
When Wendt was named Dean in md te ae 4 cg ne 
1953, W. Robert Marshall succeeded ce i ous " as *, fee OF es a him as Director of the Experiment [& ~ chy A ile EC Sl Ses asta 
Station, a post he held until 1971 o ae ite ee i = aan 
when he, too, was named Dean. te Pe en aa j : md 
Marshall saw the growth and CS ene Eg Se ae d ee Te Ese ei 
development of engineering research Fg, fetal lead Ud al 
through its early years, and in 1969 a po ae pee | 
during his tenure as Director the [SRRMMMee$ ea. FF 
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Engineering Research Building was ing Research Building in 1969 wasa_ A. Coberly, the trimming of the 

constructed. notable event. Until that time, the federal and state budgets should not 

When Marshall took over as College did not have a building have too large an adverse effect on 

Director in 1953 there were only a dedicated principally to research. To- engineering research. The science and 

few projects under study. The two day it serves as administrative head- _ engineering programs of the National 

most important were the Solar quarters and houses various research Science Foundation, the source of 

Energy Project and the Motor Vehi- labs. Engineering research has ex- most of today’s funds, have not been 

cle Research Study. The university panded considerably since 1953. The greatly reduced. 

was among the first to investigate the current emphasis is on such areas as The destiny of engineering 

sun’s potential as an energy source. pollution; urban planning; transpor- research should be of concern to all. 

The first step was to map the sun’s _ tation; medical treatment and care; Robert Anderson, writing in the 

radiation intensity around the globe. and energy sources and production. January issue of Omni magazine 

The study of solar energy is still very Often these areas of research demand = sums it up: ‘‘There will be only one 

important and has become quite ad- _interdisciplinary cooperation to ef- future. And we won’t predict it, we'll 

vanced. It includes a computer pro- _ fectively deal with a broad scope of create it... If we want progress in the 

gram that can design the most effi- problem areas. future, we have to pay for it now. 

cient system for a particular applica- The existence of a separate The less committed we are to creating 

tion in a given location. building dedicated to engineering the future, the less future we create. 

The 1957 the launching of Sputnik research may suggest that the But conversely, the more committed 

was a turning point for engineering research process is independent from —_ we are to cr eating the future, the bet- 

research. At that time our govern- the educational process. This ter future we can create.” 

ment encouraged the acceleration however, is not the case. The pro- In thirty-four years of service, 

and expansion of technological  fessors who teach in our classrooms Dean Marshall has exhibited the 

research programs. This translated to also constitute the research staff. necessary commitment to research. 

an increased financial participation Graduate students actively par- Eighteen of those years were spent 

by the federal government. In the ten ticipate in research programs. It ensuring the growth and direction of 

years between 1963 and 1973 the comes as no surprise that a strong the Experiment Station, and thereby, 

engineering research budget grew research program and a quality the destiny and growth of engineer- 

from less than 2 million dollars to engineering education go hand in ing research. 

more than double that amount. The __ hand, nor that students as well as the 

federal contribution increased from research staff need to be concerned Written by Barbara Lasecki. Barb is 

45% of the total to 55%. Of the 12 about the future of engineering 4 sophomore in Electrical and Com- 

million dollars expended last year, research. puter Engineering and the latest ad- 

61% originated from federal sources. According to the Experiment Sta- ition to our staff. 

The construction of the Engineer- _ tion’s present Executive Director, C. 

1 
‘ — 

| . rm a ca a \ 

4 aN | | J : re a 

te --¥ Lx : 

pee B23 \/ aaa | 
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Left to Right: Dean Marshall, Dean Coberly, and present Associate Directors 

of the Experiment Station, Dr. Richard R. Hughes and Dr. Clayton O. Smith, 
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A Farewell Word by Dean Marshall 

When I come to the end of a long, teaching, research, and public ser By Tp pleasant journey, I like to spendtime __ vice. The student body has bee! dd a reviewing and reflecting on the many greatly enhanced by the addition o eM places that I have visited, the many many fine young women engineerin Ze activities that Ihave enjoyed, andthe _ students and by a significant increas: — people I havwv met. In many respects in the number of minorities. ona ¥ 7 the ending of my tenure as Dean of One of the truly great landmark: ( ely 7 8 the College of Engineering has the this traveler enjoyed on his journe Na é oey characteristics of the completion of was the construction of the Kurt F a 2 any journey, and therefore it is ap- Wendt Library. This stands as a trib “ 7 fi propriate to try to recall whereI have ute to a great man and a great Ae been, what I have done, and what I journey as Dean of the College fo: ae g have enjoyed. My journey has been eighteen years. sie. largely through the decade of the Toward the end of the decade, th ON 1970’s—the period during which the College began to enjoy substantia ee College of Engineering has ex- support and attention from all area ie ae perienced unusual growth in of industry, which is destined to con Lae numbers of students, in academic tinue, I am sure. While the Colleg programs, in research, and service. continued to develop and become re. One of the many pleasant activities cognized as a truly outstanding stat inaugurated during the journey has and national resource, its prestigi been a major effort to communicate and excellence were becoming signif. better with our alumni, with our in- icantly more recognized around th dustrial friends, and with each other world. Foreign programs develope in the College. The establishment of with Indonesia, Singapore, Korea, Perspective, our alumni newsletter, Japan, the People’s Republic o in 1974 has helped tell over 17,000 China, Egypt, Saudi Arabia, an alums how their College is doing and West Germany, not to mention th why they should be proud of it. Our long standing program with Mexicol Annual Report of the Engineering and other parts of Latin America. Experiment Station reached a new And so as the journey ends, the high with the 1979-80 Report, which traveler reflects with deep satisfac- describes hundreds of projects as well tion on where he has been and what as many large interdisciplinary pro- he has done and on those with whom grams in the College. The Wisconsin he has had the privilege to associate Engineer experienced a remarkable and help bring to the College of En- revival to become a national award- gineering. The future of the College| winning engineering student mag- in the 1980’s is bright. It will grow azine. and continue to develop under a new During the journey through the traveler, who will find the journey] ’70’s, many outstanding faculty join- through the ’80’s filled with chal- ed our College family. The quality of lenges and opportunties to carry the the faculty has clearly been Tecog- —_ College to new heights. nized by the numerous awards they W. Robert Marshall have received for outstanding Dean and Traveler 
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Intel, the V LSI T hing Assistant 

Intel makes it easier to prepare for the real world 

of VLSI microproce technol d desi ssor technology and design. 

When you rely on Intel educa- System Design Kits: Teaching the future 

tional products to prepare yourself for full single-board computers Intel, the company that invented 

today’s world of VLSI microelectronics, at big discounts the microprocessor, continues to revo- 

you gain several distinct advantages. If designing microcomputer lutionize the industry with innovative 

First, students gain an edge in systems from scratch doesn’t meet products like our electrically erasable 

their careers by training with state-of- your classroom or laboratory needs, PROM and our digital signal process- 

the-art components from the industry _ step up to the Intel® SDK-85 and ing technologies. And we continue 

leader, so they're in tune with the SDK-86 System Design Kits. These to keep you on the leading edge of 

latest advances in VLSI technology. full-scale single-board computers in VLSI technology by rapidly bringing 

And since Intel produces more 8-bit kit form offer everything you need to _ these products to the academic 

CPUs than any other semiconductor build a functioning system. All you community. We do this through our 

manufacturer, students are exposed need is a power supply to get the kit. Educational Products Group, which 

to the very components they'll be up and running. Typically, assembly _is dedicated solely to developing 

most likely to encounter on the job. time is less than eight hours, even kits and programs for educational 

Besides making it easier for for someone who's never seen a applications. This answers the ques- 

students down the road, we offer the soldering gun. tion of who's best able to keep both 
‘ f industry's broadest base of support Full-scale lab equipment and teachers and students years ahead in 

ante. right pas te helpyou,as software also available the world of VLSI microelectronics. 

oie oe e Phang Maybe kits aren’t your idea of the eet that’s no longer academic. 

These ying W | a I Bet. best way to learn about microcom- OFTING QUETORE about Intel’s 
ese services include Innovator, our ters, In that case, you might want educational products and services, 

quarterly magazine available fo both to look at our full range of Intellec® return the coupon below. Or if you 
students and teachers. It provides a Development Systems and resident prefer, call or write your Intel sales 

forum for the exchange of ideas 5 : é 3 office, or write: Intel Corporation 
. : software, which provide everything oe , 
and information about technology, ; Educational Products (MS4-908) 

d to develop Intel - products : 
re cosatla : you need to develop Intel micro a » 

products, prices and discounts. Or 5 , . 3065 Bowers Ave., Santa Clara, CA 

services such as our staff of technical computer designs, And they're also 95051. Teleph , 08 98 50. 
» ° : : available at large discounts to the - Telephone (408) 987-5040. 

sales engineers in local field offices, cademic-conimmunit weceeneneccceeneeee cen neenneecenennnnesnennetennnas 

ready to provide assistance and Acar eN Neco ENE Please send me: Wes 

information. 
© The latest copy of Innovator. 

L . a | ( The latest brochure on Intel's 

ow-cost chip sets allow educational pricing policy; instructions 

students to design their own for ordering under educational pricing; 

systems ae Sa \ and product list. 

Ourchip set kits are designed bo y_# q The nel lireracate guide, listing all 
‘ | eg EH) available publications. 

around our most popular micro- | ' 

processors—the 8085, 8048, | N y Name/Title 

iAPX 86/10, and iAPX 88/10. | 3 : institut 

These kits include all the compo- —— \N — nsciturion 
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